ESTANC LTD

is a pressure vessel and heat exchanger manufacturer. By today it has become a market leader in Estonia. Estanc manufacturers high quality industrial pressure vessels, heat exchangers and chimneys. Tanks are made from various steels: Carbon steels, stainless steels, special steels. We have knowledge and experience to deliver products to EN, ASME and GOST markets.

T-TAMMER LTD

is manufacturer of steel profile and sheet metal doors and windows. By today, the company has grown to the biggest producer of metal doors and windows in Estonia. In addition to doors and windows, the company also produces stainless steel handrails, special handles, all-glass solutions and facades.

COSUMELT LTD

designs and produces custom metal constructions for indoor and outdoor conditions. Unique solutions require precise engineering work, well-organized production and installation processes. Perfect results in combining and installing metal constructions with glass, wood and other materials can be achieved only through the long-term professional experiences.
VINNAL PRODUCTION LTD

is specialized in manufacturing solid wood products (incl. exotic hardwood): e.g. external and internal doors; stairways, furniture, borders, glulam panels and other tailor made solid wood solutions. Our production capability allows us to take in both custom made projects as well to manufacture mass customized products.

SARKOP LTD

is one of the largest and most prestigious contract furniture manufacturers in Estonia. The company specialises in supplying integrated interior furnishings. Our typical customer requires a high quality solution for public areas such as; hotels, banks, restaurants, offices, schools, shops, museums and ships.

VINNAL PRODUCTION LTD

www.vinnal.ee

SARKOP LTD

www.sarkop.ee
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